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We present a droplet microfluidic method to extract molecules of interest from a droplet in a
rapid and continuous fashion. We accomplish this by first marginalizing functionalized superparamagnetic beads within the droplet using a magnetic field, and then splitting the droplet
into one droplet containing the majority of magnetic beads and one droplet containing the
minority fraction. We quantitatively analysed the factors which affect the efficiency of
marginalization and droplet splitting to optimize the enrichment of magnetic beads. We first
characterized the interplay between the droplet velocity and the strength of the magnetic field
and its effect on marginalization. We found that marginalization is optimal at the midline of
the magnet and that marginalization is a good predictor of bead enrichment through splitting at
low to moderate droplet velocities. Finally, we focused our efforts on manipulating the
splitting profile to improve the enrichment provided by asymmetric splitting. We designed
asymmetric splitting forks that employ capillary effects to preferentially extract the bead-rich
regions of the droplets. Our strategy represents a framework to optimize magnetic bead
enrichment methods tailored to the requirements of specific droplet-based applications. We
anticipate that our separation technology is well suited for applications in single-cell genomics
and proteomics. In particular, our method could be used to separate mRNA bound to poly-dT
functionalized magnetic microparticles from single cell lysates to prepare single-cell cDNA
libraries.

Introduction
Droplet microfluidics permits the encapsulation of samples into
low volume droplets which are immersed in an inert carrier oil
fluid, and it also permits the high-throughput manipulation of
these droplets in microfluidic channels to carry out basic
operations required by biochemical workflows. Compared to
conventional or other microfluidic methods, the droplet format
confers many advantages: 1) contamination is prevented by the
physical and chemical isolation of droplets from each other and
from the surfaces of the devices; 2) droplets can be fully
manipulated and easily retrieved at high throughput (up to 10
kHz) without any moving parts or elaborate automation; and 3)
this technique is compatible with molecular biology techniques
such as nucleic acid amplification by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) 1-4 or isothermal amplification 5. In the past decade,
droplet microfluidic technology has experienced tremendous
growth 6, 7 and has been used to develop a wide range of
applications such as: enzyme evolution 8, 9, drug screening 10,
genetic analysis 4, 11, and single-cell and organism analysis 12-16.
These applications have been enabled mostly by the
development of robust and high-throughput methods which
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allow controlled droplet generation 17-19, fusion 20, 21, injection
, on-chip incubation 23, 24, sorting 25, 8, and splitting 26-34.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to adopt droplet microfluidics
to more complex molecular biology workflows because it is
lacking a robust method to enrich or extract target molecules.
Such a method is important in situations where the target
molecule is in a mixture that interferes with detection (e.g.
background noise) or with biomolecular reactions (e.g.
inhibition of desired enzymatic reactions). Our long-term goal
is to develop an enrichment method for mRNA which is
compatible and capable of performing single-cell RT-PCR. It is
now well established that the cell lysate inhibits the RT step at
high cell lysate concentration 35, 36. Specifically, it has been
shown in the context of microfluidics that the detection
threshold for GADPH, a highly expressed gene, by RT-PCR is
equivalent to 1 cell per 5 nL 37. Some researchers addressed this
problem by diluting the cell lysate through the addition of
buffer to a droplet sub-volume obtained by splitting 38 or by
using very large droplets 39. In contrast, we have developed an
approach based on the extraction of mRNAs bound to oligo-dT
magnetic beads from droplets. In essence, we seek to adapt a
macroscale method that has proven its utility in numerous
22
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Bacckground
In tthis section wee review the individual
i
com
mponents of ou
ur
sepaaration technolo
ogy.
Maggnetic Interactions
Thee physics and applications of superparamaagnetic beads in
i
microfluidics have been review
wed extensivelly 46-48. In thiis
worrk, we used 1 µm diameter sup
perparamagnetiic microparticlees
(Dy
ynabeads MyO
One) whose magnetic
m
propeerties are fullly
charracterized 49. They
T
are comm
mercially availaable in a varietty
of ffunctional surffaces and can be
b used to pu
urify mRNAs or
o
protteins. Compareed to larger maagnetic microp
particles (M-28
80
and M-450 with 2..8 and 4.4 µm diameter),
d
the MyOne
M
beads 1)
1
havee higher capaccity per total weight
w
because of their higheer
surfface to volume ratio; 2) sedim
ment much slow
wer which allow
ws
to eencapsulate thee 1 µm bead solution
s
into droplets
d
withou
ut
stirrring; 3) are mucch less prone to
o clogging micrrochannels.
Thee magnetization
n of superparam
magnetic microp
particles at hig
gh
field
ds is given by the following eq
quation:

1

〈 〉

(1)

wheere M0 is the saturation maagnetization, Ms the intrinsiic
spon
ntaneous magn
netization, kT the thermal energy, B th
he
mag
gnetic field, an
nd <V> the mean
m
volume of
o the magnetiic
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nanoclusteer encapsulateed in the bead. The saturation
magnetizaation of MyOnee beads is 23.5 Am2/kg, resullting in an
upper limiit of the magn
netic moment m for a single magnetic
particle of 2.4x10-14 Am2, with
h MS=336kA
A/m, and
<V>=4.2xx10-25m3 (for m ore details see 49).
To keep thhe design of th
he magnetic sep
paration simplee, we used
rare earth Neodymium peermanent magn
nets (K&J Mag
gnetics) of
Material ty
type N42 and N52 with Ressidual Flux Deensities of
1.31 T andd 1.46 T respeectively. We co
onducted magn
netic field
simulationns using Maxw
well 11.1 (Anso
oft, PA) to esttimate the
fields and field gradients .

Fig.1: Magneetic field simulation
n using the finite‐element method ((Ansoft, PA).
Plot shows h
how the B‐field dro
ops off as a functio
on of distance mea
asured away
ddle of one of the e dges of a ¼’’ x ¼’’ x ¼’’ N52 Magnet (insert).
from the mid

The simulaation results fo
or a ¼’’ cubic N
N52 magnet aree shown in
Fig.1. Thee magnitude o
of the B-field
d is plotted ag
gainst the
distance frrom the magneet along an axiss which is perp
pendicular
to and oriiginates from tthe middle of the bottom siide of the
North Polee. At 200 µm tthe magnetic fiield is about 0.7
7 T and it
decreases to 0.5 T at 6
600 µm. Thesee values imply
y that the
magnetic microparticlees are almo
ost fully m
magnetized
(m=2.3x100-14 Am2 at 200
0 µm and m=2..2x10-14 Am2 att 600 µm)
in our expperimental con
nditions. Magn
nets are placed
d between
200 µm annd 600 µm awaay from the channel and onto
o the glass
slide usedd to make the microfluidic cchips, their No
orth-South
axis is peerpendicular to
o the straight channel used
d to flow
droplets (F
Fig. 2).
Magnetic fields affect th
he behaviour o
of solutions off magnetic
particles inn two ways. Fiirst, the magneetic moments in
nduced by
the field rresult in inter--particle interacctions and form
mation of
chains orriented along the magnetic field lines.. In our
experimenntal conditionss and values of flux denssities and
magnetic m
moments, the interaction eneergies at contaact exceed
thermal ennergies by man
ny orders of m
magnitude. In
n fact, the
magnetic fflux density att which the contact energy iss equal to
thermal ennergy or kT is 5
50 µT (for a ¼’’’ cubic N52 m
magnet that
correspondds to the mag
gnetic flux att a distance o
of 10cm).
Second, thhe gradient of tthe magnetic field exerts a forrce on the
centre of m
mass of the mag
gnetic beads 50 following the eequation:

.

(2)
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bencchtop applications to a microffluidic format; and as such ou
ur
method will hav
ve an impact beyond sing
gle-cell mRNA
A
appllications. Our approach conssists in enriching mRNAs by
b
marrginalizing olig
go-dT magneticc beads in a lo
ocalized volum
me
insid
de droplets, an
nd specifically extracting
e
that volume throug
gh
drop
plet splitting ussing an asymmeetric fork.
IIn this paper we perform a quantitative analysis an
nd
optiimization of the factors which
w
affect the enrichmen
nt
efficciency. Our mo
otivation is to study the effect of experimentaal
paraameters such as magnet sttrength and position, dropleet
velo
ocity, and the design
d
of the sp
plitting fork on
n the enrichmen
nt
of m
magnetic bead
ds within micro
ofluidic dropleets. As we wiill
illusstrate, this sysstem exhibits a complex co
oupling betweeen
internal flow fields and the fo
orces acting on
n the magnetiic
partticles. We optim
mized the extrraction of bead
d-rich regions of
o
drop
plets by design
ning asymmetrric splitting forrks that emplo
oy
capiillary effects to
o tailor the spllitting profile. Our design is a
major improvemen
nt over recent works 40, 41 which
w
used a TT
juncction to split th
he droplets in half.
h
Here, in one
o single pass,
we are able to diiscard the majority of the cell lysate whille
retaining the comp
plete collection
n of mRNAs, two
t
factors thaat
willl contribute to
o quantitative single-cell RN
NA-Seq and th
he
4
deveelopment of no
ovel application
ns such as imm
munogenomics 42,
43
.B
By optimizing the microfluidiics design of th
he splitting forrk
we created a robust, high efficieency, and rapid
d process, whicch
show
ws significant improvements over existing methodologies,
such
h as Electroweetting-on-dielecctric (EWOD) droplet devicees
44, 45
5
.
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Using the same conditions as in Fig. 1, we estimated that the
force due to the magnetic field gradient on a single microbead
is about 50 pN at 200 µm and 20 pN at 600 µm. In our
experimental conditions, gravitational forces are negligible
compared to viscous, magnetic and capillary forces.
Flow fields inside droplets under plug flow
The main factor limiting the ability to separate particles inside a
droplet plug are the interactions of the beads with the internal
flow field which disperse beads and counteract the effect of the
magnetic field. The hydrodynamics of droplet plugs has been
reviewed recently 51 and we will summarize the main points
here. Internal flow fields of droplet plugs strongly depend on
the channel geometry. Plugs flowing in a cylindrical tube move
slightly faster than the sheath liquid and therefore recirculating
flows observed are similar to those in spherical droplets moving
in the middle of a channel 52. In rectangular channels the
situation is reversed. In this case, droplets move slower than
the sheath liquid, which passes by the droplets through the
gutters at the four corners of the channel. This leads to internal
flow fields, which follow the flow fields at the interfaces. The
liquid is dragged toward the front of the droplet by the faster
sheath liquid along the gutter, whereas the internal flow is
directed backward next to the surfaces that are close to the
channel walls 53, 54. In the case of a train of droplets, counterflows present in the gap between consecutive droplets can lead
to stagnation zones in the flow field within the droplets and
hydrodynamic interactions 34.
Coupling between magnetic and hydrodynamic forces
The distribution or dispersion of beads within droplets will
depend on the interaction of assembled chains of magnetic
beads with the flow field. Chains of magnetic particles exposed
to rotating magnetic fields result in ensembles of rotating
chains of average length 55. As the frequency of the rotating
magnetic field is increased the hydrodynamic friction forces
overcome the dipolar magnetic forces and the chains break up.
This behaviour applies to our system considering that a static
magnetic field in a shear field should exhibit similar
characteristics. As the magnetic chains grow longer the viscous
forces acting on them in a uniform shear field get larger and
ultimately will limit their size. Furthermore, the presence of
these particles will also have an inherent effect on the flow
fields. Therefore, we are faced with a complex coupling
between all the interactions in this system. While this coupling
needs to be understood to optimize the separation process, its
detailed understanding is beyond the scope of this report which
focuses on studying the effects of experimental parameters such

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

as magnet strength, droplet velocity, and design of the splitting
fork on the efficiency of the separation of magnetic beads
within microfluidic droplets.
Design constraints for single-cell genomics
Since our goal is to capture the complete set of mRNAs from a
single-cell lysate we first need to estimate the necessary
number of magnetic beads per droplets. According to the
manufacturer of our poly (dT) magnetic beads, each bead binds
at least 2 fg of poly (A)+ mRNA. The amount of mRNA per
cell is highly variable but can be as high as 0.5 pg in cultured
cancer cells. We therefore estimate that we require at least 250
beads to capture all mRNAs. Since the encapsulation of beads
is a statistical process (see also Supp. Fig. 2), we increased the
number of beads to 350 per droplet to ensure that there are
enough beads in each droplet to reliably bind all poly (A)+
mRNA.
As compared to previous works 40, 41, we significantly reduced
the droplet size from several nanoliters to 0.2 nl in order to
make the magnetic separation technique compatible with
single-cell encapsulation approaches 56, 57. The smaller volume
also helps with reducing the time for mRNA binding to the
beads.

Experimental
See supplemental information.

Results and Discussion
Encapsulating magnetic beads in the presence of a magnetic field
We first investigated the antagonistic effects of the magnetic
field and the internal flows of droplets on the marginalization of
magnetic beads. To do so, it is necessary to maintain the droplet
size and the number of magnetic beads per droplet constant
across the various experimental conditions. We first sought to
encapsulate magnetic beads in the presence of a magnet, as
previously described 40, 41, to simplify the experimental set-up.
In the presence of a magnet located 16 mm away from the inlet,
the magnetic beads form chains oriented along the magnetic
field lines (Supp. Fig. 1a). Observation at the injection port
reveals the presence of lateral magnetic interactions between
these chains. The ensemble of magnetic beads exhibits a
behaviour resembling granular media with the occurrence of
dramatic events of bead release which result into an uneven
flow of beads into the nozzle (Supp. Fig. 1b, Supp. Movie 1).
The consequence of the presence of the magnetic field upon
encapsulation is a large variation in the number of beads in
different droplets (Supp. Fig. 1c). To further characterize the
effect of the magnet on the encapsulation of the magnetic
beads, we quantified the distribution of the number of beads
across droplets as a function of droplet throughput, and
compared those to the distribution of beads in the absence of a
magnetic field (Supp. Fig. 1c). We can infer four different
behaviours by comparing the distribution of magnetic beads in
droplets to the case without magnet, with increasing throughput
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we observe: I- mu
uch lower averrage number an
nd much greateer
variiation in the nu
umber of beadss at low throughput; II- similaar
averrage number an
nd variation forr a narrow range of throughpu
ut;
III- an increase off the variation in the number of beads acrosss
drop
plets; IV- a lo
ower average number
n
but a variation in th
he
num
mber of beads similar to th
he case withou
ut magnet. Ou
ur
concclusion is thaat if we perfo
orm the encap
psulation in th
he
pressence of a weak
k magnetic fielld we are unablle to control an
nd
main
ntain a constan
ncy of the numb
ber of beads beetween droplets.
We thus adopted a strategy wh
here we encapsulate magnetiic
bead
ds and collect the
t droplets (Su
upp. Fig. 1d) in
n the absence of
o
a m
magnetic field,, and then ree-injected them
m to study th
he
marrginalization off magnetic beeads within thee droplets as a
funcction of magneetic strength an
nd droplet velo
ocity (Supp. Fig
g.
1e). This approach
h is made possiible by the use of a fluorinateed
form
mulation which
h produces very
y stable emulsio
ons. The schem
me
also
o permits to un
ncouple droplett size from thee velocity whicch
allow us to study the effect of a wide range of velocities on
o
drop
plets of constaant size. This approach also
o better reflectts
appllications wherre cells are en
ncapsulated an
nd lyzed beforre
mRN
NAs can be extracted.
e
The average numb
ber of beads in
i
drop
plets was 376 with
w a standard deviation of 24
4 throughout th
he
expeeriments (Supp
p. Fig. 2).

inside thee channel, m
magnetic bead
ds are homog
geneously
distributedd within the drroplets (Supp. Fig. 3). At thee scale of
our experriments, the b
behaviour of magnetic bead
ds is not
affected bby gravity wh
hich plays an
n essential rolle in the
marginalizzation of largerr glass microbeaads (38 m) insside plugs
in the abseence of other ex
xternal field 59.
We then ccharacterized th
he flow pattern
n inside those d
droplets in
the absencce of external field using hig
gh-speed video
os and the
magnetic bbeads as tracerr particles (Sup
pp. Movie 2). First, the
average prrojection of th
he high-speed video frames exhibit a
pattern whhich comprises four vortices-llike structures b
but which
cannot bee resolved in tthe third dimeension (Supp. Fig. 4a).
Second, w
we extracted a q
qualitative flow pattern in the m
mid-plane
of dropletss by performin
ng a Particle Im
mage Velocimeetry (PIV)
analysis uusing the same video frames (Supp. Fig. 4
4b-5). The
flow insidee the droplets ((in the frame o
of the droplet) aappears to
be made oof a backward
ds plug-flow in
n the central reegion and
lateral forw
ward flows in narrow region
ns along the waalls of the
same veloocity amplitudees on both sid
des, with vorticces at the
extremitiess to maintain flow continuitty. This flow pattern is
similar to those observed
d previously bu
ut for a higherr viscosity
ratio than w
water and HFE
E-7500 fluorinaated oil 54. It ap
ppears that
the presennce of numero
ous magnetic p
particles insidee droplets
increase tthe effective v
viscosity of th
he inner phasse in this

Fig. 2
2: Magnetic particle distribution and
d orientation as a function of positio
on
relative to the magnett. Particle aggregates are most compact when drople
ets
h the midsection of
o the magnet. Bea
ad distribution is no
ot mirror symmetrric
reach
with respect to the magnet midsectio
on because of in
nternal flow field
ds.
oscopic pictures were
w
taken at low
w velocity (0.8 mm
m/s) to approximatte
Micro
quasi‐static conditions, with the N52 ¼” cubic magnet locatted at 635 µm from
the cchannel.

instance. IIn conclusion, tthere is a consiistency between
n the flow
pattern andd the absence o
of marginalizatiion of magneticc beads in
the absencce of an externaal field.

Abssence of marginalization of magnetic beads an
nd flow pattern
with
hin droplets in the
t absence of magnetic
m
field
Marrginalization of particles can
n occur in plu
ugs even in th
he
abseence of external field becausse of the preseence of vorticees
and stagnation zon
nes (or trapping
g mechanism) in
i the pattern of
o
internal flows 58, 59. We examined the distrib
bution of bead
ds
insid
de droplets flo
owing at differrent velocities in absence of a
mag
gnetic field to check if the marginalizatio
on of magnetiic
bead
ds was due to such effeccts. Under ou
ur experimentaal
cond
ditions and in
ndependently of
o the travel tiime of dropletts

4 | JJ. Name., 2012, 00, 1‐3

The distrib
bution of magneetic beads depeends on the posiition of
droplets reelative to the magnet
In order tto optimize th
he extraction o
of magnetic beeads from
droplets w
we first identifieed the optimal position of thee splitting
fork. This question is equ
uivalent to find
ding the positio
on relative
to the m
magnet which allows for the most con
ncentrated
distributionn of beads wiithin droplets. We re-injected
d droplets
that contaain magnetic beeads past a peermanent magn
net at low
velocity too approximate q
quasi-static con
nditions and neg
glect flow
recirculatioon within dro
oplets. Fig. 2 shows microg
graphs of
droplets unnder these con
nditions as welll as magnetic ffield lines
and the maagnitude of the magnetic flux as a function o
of position
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relative to the magnet.
m
The plane shown in the figurre
corrresponds to th
he plane that supports
s
the underside
u
of th
he
mag
gnet and the microfluidic chan
nnel (see also Fig. 1).
Ourr data show th
hat magnetic particles
p
aggreg
gate and collecct
towards the front and
a bottom of the
t droplet as th
he droplet flow
ws
pastt the magnet. This
T
is consisteent with the magnetic gradien
nt
forcces acting on th
he magnetic bead aggregatess. As shown in
i
Sup
pp. Fig. 6, there is a force whicch acts towardss the magnet an
nd
therre is a force wh
hich acts paralllel and toward
ds the middle of
o
the magnet. At lo
ow flow ratess, bead chains formed withiin
drop
plets follow thee orientation of the magnetic field lines. Th
he
aggrregation of maagnetic beads iss more compacct when dropletts
reacch the midsectiion of the mag
gnet where field
d lines are fullly
perp
pendicular to th
he channel. At this location, there
t
is no forcce
exerrted on beads along
a
the flow direction
d
due to
o the gradient of
o
mag
gnetic field (Su
upp. Fig. 6). Th
his pattern of bead
b
aggregatio
on
alon
ng the channel remains true for higher velo
ocities (data no
ot
show
wn). For these reasons, wee conducted all
a our splittin
ng
expeeriments at thiss position.
Thee distribution off magnetic partiicles depends on
n droplet
veloocity and field sttrength
W
We further ch
haracterized th
he effect of the coupling of
o
mag
gnetic and hydrodynamic forcces on particlee distribution by
b
quan
ntifying the partitioning of
o magnetic particles
p
withiin
drop
plets. In Fig. 3, we report the fraction of bead
ds located in th
he
mid
d-section away from the magn
net (top region) as a function of
o
drop
plet velocity an
nd magnetic sttrength which is
i modulated by
b
vary
ying the distan
nce of the mag
gnet to the chaannel. Magnetiic
forcces are tabulateed for a single MyOne bead using eq. 2, th
he
valu
ues of the magn
netic field are based
b
on magn
net properties (iin
this case, ¼” cub
bic N52 magn
nets), and the distance of th
he
mag
gnet to the chan
nnel (see Background section
n). Fig. 3 show
ws
a co
ontour plot of data
d
for channeel-magnet distan
nces of 175 µm
m,
310 µm and 675 µm
µ which correspond respectiv
vely to forces of
o
56 p
pN, 34 pN and
d 20 pN magnitude. Fig. 3 waas created usin
ng
pyth
hon/numpy/scip
py/matplotlib (www.scipy.org) by lineaar
interpolating the experimental
e
data
d
as functio
on of force an
nd
velo
ocity. We perfo
ormed the experriments with a train of dropletts
which were sepaarated by 3-3.5 droplet len
ngths to avoiid
hyd
drodynamic cou
upling 34. Dro
oplet velocity was measureed
usin
ng a double exposure sysstem. Data for
f
each poin
nt
reprresented by an open circle were
w
compiled from
f
a series of
o
abou
ut one hundreed images tak
ken at the mid
dsection of th
he
mag
gnet for each co
ondition. To illustrate the locaal distribution of
o
mag
gnetic beads, we
w inserted pictures
p
showin
ng the minimaal
projjection of thesee series of images.
A
Above a criticcal droplet vellocity, which depends on th
he
mag
gnetic force, som
me beads start accumulating into
i
the top bacck
corn
ner while most of the beads reemain in the low
wer front corner.
Thee higher the maagnetic field sttrength the fastter we can flow
w
drop
plets to achiev
ve the same beead distribution
n. However, th
he
relationship betweeen bead fractio
on in the top back
b
corner an
nd
mag
gnetic strength does not appeear linear. Theere are minimaal
chan
nges in the vallues of velocities which sepaarate behaviourrs
betw
ween 34 pN and
d 56 pN magneetic forces. How
wever, there is a

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry
C
2012
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significantt change in thee values of vellocities that ch
haracterize
the bounddaries of the seeparation behav
viour between magnetic
forces of 220 pN and 34 pN. Here, wee are not reporrting bead
distributionn at higher veelocities becau
use we are inteerested in
cases wheere marginalizzation is favou
urable for biom
molecular
extraction..
It is diifficult to prov
vide a quantitaative explanatio
on for the
behaviour observed. Wheen beads are lo
ocated within th
he span of
the magneet, the force ex
xerted on the ccenter-of-mass of beads
due to thee gradient of m
magnetic field pulls beads to
oward the
magnet inn a direction paarallel to the N
North-South axis (with a
componennt in the third d
dimension not shown here) (S
Supp. Fig.
6). Howevver, the analyssis is complicated by the form
mation of
bead chaiins and the d
description of the flow fiellds inside
droplets. The internal flow fields d
depend strongly
y on the
channel geeometry and on
n the viscosity difference of tthe sheath
and dropleet liquids 54. W
We could also
o expect that given the
spacing beetween consecu
utive droplets there is no reccirculating
zones at tthe front and back of dropllets 51. In add
dition, the
presence oof bead aggreegates is likely
y to influence the flow
fields suchh that the latte r will depend on the presencce and the
strength oof the magneticc field 60. We therefore focu
us on our
engineerinng and experim
mental efforts to improve sseparation
efficiency of magnetic b
beads inside dro
oplets, and reffer a more
quantitativve explanation for our observ
ved distribution
n patterns
to future e fforts in flow ssimulations and
d hydrodynamicc theory.

Fig. 3: Conttour plot of the partitioning of m
magnetic particles plotted as
percentage o
of magnetic beads aabove the midline ((see top insert) as a function of
droplet veloccity and magneticc force. The circle
es represent the e
experimental
points. Thee contour plot waas created by line
ear interpolation in
n force and
alization for differe
ent magnetic
velocity. Ins erts illustrate simi lar bead margina
droplets.
forces. Each iimage is the minim al projection of at lleast 45 individual d

Splitting d
droplets for extrracting magnetiic beads
The seconnd step of our sstrategy consistts of physically
y splitting
droplets tto generate a pair of daaughter dropleets which
respectivelly contain mo
ost of the mag
gnetic beads an
nd mostly
buffer. Thhis step will rresult into thee formation off droplets
containingg enriched maagnetic beads and attached analytes.
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Dro
oplet breakup or
o splitting has been discusssed and studieed
exteensively in thee literature 26-34. In summaary, the criticaal
paraameter that con
ntrols the occurrence of dropleet splitting is th
he
capiillary number which
w
representts the relative effect
e
of viscou
us
forcces versus surfaace tension actiing on a system
m. The capillarry
num
mber is defined as Ca = , where η is thee viscosity of th
he
exteernal phase, ν the
t characteristtic velocity and
d γ the oil-wateer
interfacial tension
n. Since the interfacial
i
tenssion drives th
he
systtem to minimize the total interrface, droplet breakup typicallly
occu
urs above a thrreshold value of
o the capillary
y number. Heree,
we v
vary the capillaary number by changing the droplet
d
velocity
y,
becaause we aim at
a improving the
t
overall thrroughput of th
he
sepaaration and wee keep the surfface tension an
nd viscosities of
o
both
h phases constaant.
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velocities the splitting effficiency follow
ws the distribu
ution from
Fig. 3 whiich means that most particles aggregated in the lower
front cornner are separateed into the low
wer droplets and that the
beads preesent in the ttop back corn
ner of the dro
oplets are
separated into the “w
waste” dropletss. However, aat higher
velocities this correspon
ndence is no lo
onger true. Thiis may be
explained by the fact thatt the distributio
on of beads at th
he bottom
front cornner is not as tig
ghtly concentraated at higher velocities
which resuults into the lo
oss of some off those beads in
n “waste”
droplets. W
We conclude th
hat characterizin
ng bead distrib
bution in a
droplet floowing past a m
magnet is a good
d predictor of sseparation
efficiency at low to mo
oderate velocitties in the case of 1:1
midline spplitting. In this configuration,, the efficient sseparation
of magne tic beads is m
mainly limited
d by the interrnal flow
recirculatioon whose maagnitude depen
nds directly on droplet
velocity annd hence dropleet throughput.
Harvestingg capillary effeccts to tailor the splitting profilee

Fig. 4
4: Symmetrical splittting of droplets. a)) Design and param
meters of the splittin
ng
juncttion. b) We can infe
er the detailed splittting profile by analyzing the time‐lapsse
sequences and measuring the projected surface
s
areas of the two fronts in eacch
e generated by the design confirms that
channel (see Supp. Fig. 7). Splitting profile
on
droplets are split into two nearly identtical daughter droplets. c) Separatio
b
present in the distal daughte
er
efficiency measured by percentage of beads
a force exerted on
o a single magnettic
droplet as a function off droplet velocity and
d by the permanentt magnet (20 and 60
6 pN). The solid lines are least‐square
bead
fits to
o a parabola to guid
de the eye.

We analysed thee efficiency of
o separating and enrichin
ng
mag
gnetic beads with
w
a 1:1 sym
mmetrical split junction as a
funcction of droplet velocity and magnettic force. We
W
acco
omplished mid
dline splitting by
b appending a fork made of
o
two channels with the same dimeensions and who
ose width is half
the width of the main
m
channel (25
5 µm and 50 µm respectively
y).
Thiss design assurres that the hydraulic
h
resisstances of botth
bran
nches are equaal and that the splitting ratio
o is 1:1. Fig. 4a
4
show
ws a droplet being
b
split into
o two daughterr droplets in an
a
ideaal case where all magnetic beads
b
are segrregated into th
he
lower daughter droplet, this case results into a 2-folld
enriichment of mag
gnetic beads. We
W deduced the splitting profille
by m
measuring the relative amoun
nt of droplet which
w
enters th
he
two channels durin
ng the splitting (Supp. Fig. 7). This method is
i
usefful to compare the splitting prrofile of differeent designs or at
a
diffe
ferent velocitiess. The measured
d splitting profi
file confirms thaat
the 1:1 symmetricaal design produ
uces identical daughter
d
dropletts
(Fig
g. 4b).
IIn Fig. 4c, we reported the reelative numberr of beads in th
he
upper or “waste” droplet
d
as a fun
nction of velociity and magnetiic
forcce. For both maagnetic field strrength conditio
ons we fitted th
he
dataa to a parabolla to guide th
he eye. For lo
ow to moderatte
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In the previous conffiguration, the only option to
o improve
separationn efficiency wou
uld be to increaase the magnetiic force to
counteractt the dispersion
n of beads due to the internall flows of
droplets. T
There is howev
ver another mo
ore subtle way
y to attain
this goal if we consiider that sepaaration efficien
ncy is a
combinatioon of minimizzing the loss of magnetic b
beads and
enriching beads in the ssplit droplets. In other wordss, we can
improve seeparation efficiiency by minim
mizing the bead
d loss and
by reducinng the volume o
of the daughter droplet that rettain them.
This wouuld result into
o a higher relative concenttration of
analyte-boound magnetic beads over th
he initial solu
ution. The
enrichmennt/purification ffactor obtained
d at each of tthe cycles
would be hhigher, and thee overall target factor would b
be attained
with fewerr cycles if the bead-containin
ng droplets had a lower
volume. Inn general, it w
would be prefeerable to accom
mplish the
same finaal enrichment in fewer step
ps to reduce workflow
complexityy.
To minim
mize the vo lume of exttracted dropleets while
maximizinng bead retentio
on, we develop
ped a two-prong strategy
to optimizze the capture o
of the magnetic beads that acccumulate
in the low
wer front corn
ner. It involvees modulating both the
splitting raatio and the sp
plitting profilee generated by the fork.
The first ccomponent con
nsists of changin
ng the ratio of hydraulic
resistancess of the fork brranches to creaate asymmetricc splitting.
It is expeccted that the vo
olume ratio of tthe daughter drroplet will
directly reeflect the ratio
o in hydraulic resistances 266, 27, 61. It
would resuult in sliding tthe horizontal splitting line aas seen in
Fig. 4b toowards one ch
hannel wall. T
This approach is limited
because beeads form chaiins which can stretch up to th
he droplet
midline. A
As a result, the more pronouncced the splitting
g ratio the
more likelly beads at th e lower front corner but clo
ose to the
midline arre lost.
The seconnd component o
of our strategy employs design features
to retain thhe lower front region while reetaining less off the back
of the dropplet that is devo
oid of beads. Itt has been noted
d that in a
certain reggime of low to m
moderate capillary number, th
he volume
ratio of daaughter dropletss does not follo
ow the ratio off hydraulic
resistance of the branch
hes of an asym
mmetric design
n 32, 62, 34.
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Insttead, the hydraaulic resistancee ratio definess the plateau of
o
volu
ume ratio reacched as the cap
pillary numberr increases. We
W
interpreted that thiis effect was du
ue to capillary forces, and thaat
the specific design
n of a splitting fork could have an importan
nt
imp
pact on the splitting profile in
n the low to mo
oderate range of
o
the capillary num
mber. Indeed,, at high caapillary numbeer
(con
nsider the extrreme case wheere there is no
o interface) th
he
flow
ws split accordiing to the ratio of hydraulic reesistances, but in
i
the range where capillary
c
forces are not neglig
gible there is an
a
addeed effect of the Laplace pressure due to the dropleet
curv
vature. When droplets flow through a sp
plitting fork th
he
curv
vatures of the two
t
fronts are dictated by thee channel crossssecttions in the case of non-w
wetting fluidss. As a resullt,
interfacial tension will tend to favour
f
the larg
ger cross-sectio
on
becaause of the low
wer Laplace preessure to overco
ome. We sough
ht
to eemploy the efffect of the cap
pillary forces by
b changing th
he
crosss-section of th
he splitting channel: the first section of th
he
splittting fork is sim
milar to the sym
mmetrical 1:1 fork,
f
the channeel
crosss-sections is th
hen modified to
t provide a sp
pecific hydrauliic
resisstance ratio (F
Fig. 5a). The in
ntention is to first collect th
he
fron
nt of the dropllets at their miidpoint and then decrease th
he
amo
ount collected from
f
the back of
o droplets .

e design of the splittting fork consists of
o
Fig.5: Tailoring the splittting profile. a) The
branches of differe
ent hydraulic resista
ances where we incorporated an initiial
two b
symm
metrical box to favvour the separation
n of the front lowe
er region of droplets
(here
e a 50 mm long boxx in front of a 1:3 sp
plitting fork). b) We
e generated droplets
with a 1:3 dark:light co‐flow to emphasize
e the details of the splitting. The nozzzle
m
inside the droplet and entrancce
is loccated at 2 droplet lengths to avoid mixing
effeccts. c) – j) depict th
he detailed splitting in a high‐speed (500 fps) time‐lapsse
series of a droplet flowiing at 2.3 mm/s (2 ms between conse
ecutive panels, 14 ms
m
0 mm. c) the arrow
w indicates the initial
total sequence). The scale bar indicates 50
ution present in th
he
locattion of splitting. d) the arrow points to some dark solu
lower branch, that later retracts into the upper
u
branch (arro
ow in e). f) the arro
ow
t light solution in
nto the upper bran
nch. Gradually, more
indicates the entry of the
he upper branch (g‐‐i), until splitting. k)
k The analysis of th
he
light solution follows th
pper) fronts of the droplet
d
indicates th
he
instant velocities of the two (lower and up
ence of three phasses during the splittting. Those phasess are defined by th
he
prese
beha
avior of the drople
et front in the high
her resistance chan
nnel (lower branch
h),
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because the instant velocity of the droplet front in the lower resista
ance channel
(upper branc h) is constant. The first phase that lassts until the lower front reaches
he box is defined b
by a decrease of th
he instant velocity of the lower
the end of th
front (corres ponding to the paanels c‐e). The velocity then reachess a constant
droplet splits and the small droplet accelerates
value (panelss e‐j), until the d
(panels j). l) W
We can infer the deetailed splitting pro
ofile by analyzing th
he time‐lapse
sequences an
nd measuring the p
projected surface a
areas of the two frronts in each
channel (see Supp. Fig. 7). The p
panel depicts the sp
plitting profile on the sequence
over three dropletss (the blue range in
ndicates the standa
ard deviation
c‐j averaged o
of the splittin
ng profile).

To tesst our design h
hypothesis, we split droplets patterned
with light and dark solu
utions in the rratio set by thee ratio of
hydraulic resistances of the channels iin order to visu
ualize the
splitting prrofile. In the ab
bsence of capilllary effects, th
he droplets
should be split following
g the boundary
y between the light and
dark soluutions. We d
designed a m
microfluidic cirrcuit that
comprises a nozzle fed by
y a co-flow upsstream of a spliitting fork
with a 50 m long 1:1 b
box before a 1::3 hydraulic rattio couple
of channells. The distancce of the nozzle to the fork iss equal to
two dropleet lengths to aavoid both entrry effects and m
mixing of
the co-flow
w inside the dro
oplets before th
he splitting (Fig
g. 5b). We
conductedd the experimeent at a dropleet velocity of 2.3 mm/s
which is inn the low rangee of the capillarry number, and
d captured
images wiith a high-spe ed camera at 500 frames peer second
(Fig. 5 c-jj; Supp. Moviee 3). Chronolo
ogically: the drroplet hits
the splittinng fork at its m
midpoint; some dark solution enters the
higher res istance channeel; this dark so
olution later rettracts into
the lower resistance chaannel; the lightt solution startts flowing
into the loower resistancee channel when
n the droplet frront in the
high resisttance reaches th
he end of the 1:1 box; the smaall droplet
does not ggrow much un
ntil the droplett is split whilee the light
solution kkeeps flowing into the low resistance chaannel. We
confirmedd the behaviou
ur of the drop
plet during splitting by
measuringg the instant veelocity of its tw
wo fronts (Fig.. 5k). The
instant veelocities of bo
oth the dropllet front in tthe lower
resistance channel and off the droplet baack (not shown)) fluctuate
around a m
mean velocity and can be con
nsidered constaant during
the splittinng. On the contr
trary, the velociity of the droplet front in
the higheer resistance cchannel gradu
ually decreasess until it
reaches a llow constant v
velocity when tthe front reachees the end
of the 1:1 box. Its instan
nt velocity abru
uptly increases when the
splitting iss complete. Wee finally compared the amou
unts of the
droplet whhich entered tthe low and h
high resistance channels
between cconsecutive fraames to extraact the splittin
ng profile
generated by the design at this velocitty (Fig. 5l). Frrom these
experimennts, we can con
nclude that the cchannel restricttion in the
higher res istance channeel acts as a cap
pillary valve/diiode 63, 64,
and that tthe specific fo
ork design is ccritical for thee splitting
profile at low capillary number. We can effectively
y employ
capillary eeffects to tailo r the splitting profile at low
w capillary
number. F
From a practicall point of view, it demonstratees that we
can moduulate the splittting profile in order to faavour the
extraction//enrichment off magnetic beaads located in the lower
front corneer.
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Opttimizing the fork design
A
After validatin
ng our appro
oach, we deveeloped a rapiid
strattegy to quickly
y identify a design that would
d improve upo
on
the 1:1 fork desig
gn by measurin
ng the splitting profile and th
he
sepaaration efficien
ncy of 9 differen
nt designs at a droplet velocitty
of 5 mm/s which coincides
c
to th
he regime wherre few beads arre
lost for the 1:1 sp
plitting ratio wiith the strongerr magnetic fielld
(Fig
g. 4c). The designs are based on
o 3 split flow ratios
r
of 1:3, 1::5
and 1:7, to which we appended a 1:1 ratio box of length 0 m
m,
25 
m, and 50 m.
T
The splitting profiles due to the differeent designs arre
repo
orted in Fig. 6.
6 In the absen
nce of a 1:1 box
b
the splittin
ng
proffiles for the diifferent split raatios remain fllat and constan
nt
alon
ng the droplet length.
l
As expeected, increasin
ng the hydrauliic
resisstance ratio deecreases the volume
v
of the small daughteer
drop
plets. In contrrast, inserting a 1:1 box at the tip of th
he
splittting fork favo
ours the extracttion of the fron
nt region of th
he
drop
plet by generatiing an inhomog
geneous splittin
ng profile. Thesse
dataa show that ourr strategy is vallid for differentt split ratios an
nd
at a higher droplet velocity. The effect
e
on the sp
plitting profile is
i
stronger with the 50
5 m long box
x in all cases, as
a shown by th
he
morre pronounced slopes of their splitting profiles compared to
t
the corresponding cases with thee shorter 1:1 box.
b
Finally, th
he
desiign with a 1:3 hydraulic resisstance ratio and a 50 m lon
ng
box offers the bestt magnetic bead
d extraction am
mong the design
ns
testeed and a clear improvement upon
u
the 1:1 fo
ork design undeer
thesse conditions (see
(
Supp. Fig
g. 8 for typicall data image of
o
bead
d extraction forr the whole seriies of designs).

Fig. 6
6: Splitting profiles as a function of de
esign. We tested th
he effect of differen
nt
box d
designs on the spllitting profiles of forks
f
with differentt ratios of hydraullic
resisttances. We perform
med the experiments at 5 mm/s whiich is the velocity at
which the performance
e of separation starrts degrading for a 50:50 no box desig
gn
e splitting profiles of
o
(see Fig. 4c). The addittion of a symmetrical box affects the
different forks (on
nly a representativve splitting profile is shown for eacch
the d
veloccity). Its effects perrmit to relatively co
ollect more of the front
f
versus the bacck
of the droplets, which iss devoid of magnettic beads in our case
e.

Chaaracterizing thee optimized desiign for magnetic bead
extrraction
W
We further chaaracterized the separation efficciency of the 50
5
mm
m 1:1 box 1:3 sp
plit ratio fork design
d
as a fun
nction of dropleet
velo
ocity. In Fig. 7a we reporteed both the volume
v
of beaad
conttaining dropleets normalized
d by the inittial volume of
o
drop
plets, and the fraction
f
of bead
ds lost in “wastte” droplets. We
W
also
o superimposed
d the splitting profile on imaages that depicct
bead
d dispersion forr each velocity..
A
As expected, droplet
d
splitting
g occurs abovee a threshold in
i
drop
plet velocity which
w
is 2 mm/ss in our experiments (Fig. 7aa).
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ved different b
behaviours
Below thi s critical veloccity we observ
ber (droplet veelocity) increasses (Supp.
when the capillary numb
Movie 4): 1- where the d
droplets enter o
only the branch
h with the
lower hyddraulic resistan
nce (not shown
n); 2- the drop
plets enter
both brannches but its ffront in the b
branch with th
he higher
hydraulic resistance retraacts and no spllitting occurs; 3- and an
additional case where sp
plitting occurs but the smalleer droplet
remains bblocked by thee constriction tthat acts as a capillary
valve/diodde. These behaviours are siimilar to those already
described 65, 31 with the aadditional case where the smaall droplet
is blockedd in the chann
nel by the restrriction (second
d scene in
Supp. Moovie 4). We d
did not seek to consistently map the
different bbehaviours at lo
ow capillary nu
umber because this is not
the regimee of interest forr our application
n.
The voolume fraction of the extracteed droplet increeases with
the capillaary number untiil it reaches a p
plateau close to
o 0.27 that
correspondds to the ratio o
of hydraulic ressistances under operating
conditionss where interfaccial tension can
n be neglected (or in the
absence off an interface) ((Fig. 7a). Our m
measured dependence of
splitting raatio vs. velocity
y (or capillary number) is qualitatively
similar too the ones preeviously reporrted where dro
oplets are
asymmetriically split by sshort or long ob
bstacles that ru
un parallel
to the chhannels 32, 34. However, exp
panding the p
previously
proposed m
model to explaain the dependeency of dropleet splitting
ratio on ccapillary numb
ber 34 would n
necessitate to rreflect the
changes oof channel crosss-section, and hence capillarry effects,
experienceed by droplets w
which flow thro
ough the box deesign.
The spplitting profilee also exhibitss a dependencce on the
n remains
capillary nnumber, while the point of sp
plitting initiation
essentiallyy the same; thee splitting profiiles become mo
ore flat as
the capillaary number in
ncreases (Fig. 7b). At low capillary
number, ccapillary effectss dominate and
d the splitting profile is
strongly afffected comparred to the case without the 1:1 box. As
velocity iss increased visccous effects co
ounteract surfacce tension
and start dominating th
he behaviour o
of the system.. Overall,
capillary eeffects modify tthe detailed splitting of dropllets over a
large rangge of droplet veelocity validatin
ng our design approach.
The splittiing profile fav
vours the extracction of the lo
ower front
region off droplets com
mpared to thee back of dro
oplets for
velocities up to 6 mm/ss. We also rep
pe of the
ported the slop
splitting prrofiles as a fun
nction of the cap
pillary number (Fig. 7c),
and we oobserved a scaaling law betw
ween the slopee and the
capillary nnumber. The raange of experim
mental data wo
ould need
to be exttended to con
nfirm the exisstence of thiss law. In
conclusionn, the experriments confirrm and validate our
hypothesiss that we can employ capillaary effects oveer a wide
range of vvelocities in o
order to tailor the splitting p
profile of
droplets.
The exxtraction data sshow that the amount of lostt beads in
the moderrate velocity ran
nge (between 2 and 6 mm/s) is similar
to those inn the 1:1 split fflow conditionss (Fig. 7a, 4b); however,
the enrichm
ment of the ex
xtracted beads is two-fold hig
gher, at 4fold enricchment, becau
use of the reeduced volume of the
extracted droplet. In thiis region the separation effi
ficiency is
limited onnly by the diispersion of beads into the quadrant
diagonallyy opposite to
o the bead aaggregation. T
The data
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dem
monstrate the utility
u
of the im
mproved splittiing profiles thaat
perm
mit to extract beads in the lower front corner
c
despite a
high
her split ratio resulting into an improved enrichment.
e
Fo
or
high
her droplet veelocities, the number
n
of beeads in ‘wastee’
drop
plets increasess more dramatically in the 1:3 split flow
w
cond
dition. This demonstrates thaat the splitting profile
p
at higheer
velo
ocities is not prronounced enou
ugh to efficientlly capture bead
ds
in th
he lower front region
r
of dropleets in those casses.
IIn theory, we should be ablee to expand th
he regime wherre
capiillary effects permit
p
to mod
dulate the splittting profile by
b
imp
proving the desiign of the splittting fork. This is
i the first report
of m
measured splittting profiles off droplets, and we believe thaat
morre systematic studies
s
and modelling
m
would
d help in morre
fully
y understanding
g the parameters at work and in permitting to
t
builld a set of design rules to fine tune splittting profiles of
o
drop
plets in differeent velocity ranges. Alternatiively, we coulld
also
o expand

Fig. 7
7: Characterization of magnetic bead separation
s
for the optimal
o
splitting fork
at 56
6 pN (1:3 resistance
e ratio and 50 mm long box, distance
e magnet to channel
at 17
75 mm). a) The grap
ph reports both the
e separation efficiency measured as th
he
perce
entage of beads losst in waste dropletss and the volume of the smaller drople
et
as a ffraction of the initial droplet as a funcction of droplet velocity. Images depict
the d
distribution of mag
gnetic beads and th
he splitting profile for each velocity. b)
Supe
er‐imposition of the
e different splitting
g profiles as a functtion of velocity (on
nly
a rep
presentative splittin
ng profile is shown
n for each velocityy). c) The plot of th
he
splittting slope as a function of the capillary number indicates a relationship
which tends to follow a power law with an
n exponent close to ‐3/4.

the velocity range where capillarrity affects the splitting profille
by u
using a droplett system with higher interfaccial tension. Fo
or
instaance, the interfacial tension of a water and
d fluorinated oil
o
conttaining 1% weeight PEG-baseed surfactant has
h a value of 1
mN//m for the HFE
E7500 oil but a value of 20 mN
N/m for the FC
C40 o
oil 66, 67.
T
The throughpu
ut of the magn
netic bead sepaaration at 98.1%
%
reten
ntion of magneetic beads is about 15 dropletss per second at 6
mm
m/s in the case where dropletss are separated
d by two dropleet
leng
gths. The upperr limit of throug
ghput for dropllet microfluidiccs
is ussually set by drroplet generatio
on, while we ex
xpect to perform
m

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry
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manipulations at one orderr of magnitud
de lower
droplet m
throughpuut. In our experrimental conditions, the throu
ughput of
droplet geeneration is 1
1.5 kHz for 1
15 psi. The sseparation
throughpuut is thus two o
orders of magniitude lower thaan the rate
of droplett generation. This shows th
hat the magn
netic bead
separationn with good b
bead retention
n cannot yet rreach the
throughpuut of other dro
oplet manipulaations such as pair-wise
merging 144. On the otheer hand, the th
hroughput of th
he overall
workflow is determined by the enrich
hment ratio obttained for
each cyclee. One option ffor further imprroving the thro
oughput is
to run a sseries of separaation modules stacked on top
p of each
other to m
maintain similaar magnetic forrces and thus sseparation
efficiency..
The opptimal regime o
of separation w
will depend on the target
applicationn which determ
mines the optim
mal balance betw
ween bead
retention, throughput and
d total enrichm
ment factor. Forr instance,
the detecttion threshold of a highly eexpressed genee such as

GADPH iis 1 cell per 5 nL 37. In ou
ur case, using
g 0.18 nL
droplets w
we would need
d a 28-fold d
dilution which could be
achieved w
with two 4-fold
d enrichment ccycles followed
d by a 1:2
dilution duuring the addiition of the RT
T-PCR reagentts. In that
situation th
the bead retentiion would not be as critical as for the
detection of a low exprressed gene, th
he throughput could be
increased and the enricchment perform
med at 9 mm
m/s for an
overall reetention rate of (0.85)2 orr 72% for a 3.6-fold
enrichmennt per cycle and
d 13-fold total enrichment. In
n contrast,
for applicaations that seek
k to perform qu
uantitative tran
nscriptome
analysis itt would be ben
neficial to perfo
form enrichmen
nt steps at
lower veloocity in the rregime of high
her bead reten
ntion and
enrichmennt: the bead reteention rates are 99.5% and 98..1% at 3.4
mm/s andd 6.1 mm/s, fo
for a 5-fold an
nd 3.6 fold en
nrichment
respectivelly.
For otherr enrichment applications itt may be dessirable to
increase thhe droplet size . If we consideer scaling the cchannel to
maintain tthe droplet-slug
g aspect ratio, the shear forcces which
scale as thhe inverse of the typical cro
oss-sectional leength, are
smaller foor the same drroplet velocity
y. As a result, the bead
dispersionn would be lesss pronounced. In addition, th
he number
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of beads which depends on the quantity of target molecules,
and hence the application, would remain the same and
concentrate into a similar volume. That would allow the use of
a greater splitting ratio and result into a larger enrichment factor
per pass. However, the possibility of employing capillary
effects to tailor the splitting profile may be altered because the
capillary pressure scales as the inverse of the larger crosssection.
Practical
considerations,
such
as
sample
concentrations, reagent use, droplet stability and other more
specific requirements (as in our case, see Background section)
may place a lower bound on the droplet size. Finally, increasing
droplet volume generally results in lower throughput droplet
manipulations.
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Conclusions
We have successfully demonstrated a method for rapid and
continuous magnetic separation in droplet microfluidic devices.
We have characterized the efficiency of marginalization of
magnetic beads in droplets as well as the efficiency of splitting
droplets as function of velocity and magnetic field strength. In
addition, we designed and characterized novel splitting
junctions that selectively capture the front bottom part of the
droplet where the majority of magnetic beads are concentrated.
We have shown that our method can be customized to the needs
of the specific molecular separation or enrichment application.
Generally, we found that an increase in throughput or flow
velocity will decrease both bead retention and enrichment ratio.
Our novel splitting junction increases the enrichment ratio per
pass but is limited to lower throughput because they rely on
capillary effects. Our detailed characterization allows us to
design custom separation chips with known bead retention and
enrichment ratio per cycle.
We believe that our separation technology is well suited for
applications in single-cell analysis. In particular, our method
could be used to separate mRNA bound to poly-dT
functionalized magnetic microparticles from single cell lysates
to prepare single-cell cDNA libraries, or to capture cytokines
released by single-cells.
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